SUPPLIES & TOOLS:

- Cousin® Modern Romance Metal & Enamel Pendant 5-pack: Diamonds, 5 pks
- Black glass beads
- 6mm white pearls
- Gold jewelry chain
- 4mm/6mm aqua bicones
- Gold headpins
- Gold eye pins
- Gold 4mm open jump rings
- Gold 6mm open jump rings
- Gold toggle clasp
- Needle-nose pliers
- Round-nose pliers
- Wire cutters

DIRECTIONS:

Refer to the image for placement.
1. Cut a 16” length of gold chain.
2. Use 6mm jump rings to attach the toggle clasp ends to the ends of the chain.
3. Make two of all of the following necklace drops, except for the center drop, which requires only one:
   - Center necklace drop: 4mm aqua link, black bead link, 6mm aqua link, teal connector, white pearl link, black bead link and a gold/teal pendant.
   - Closest to center necklace drops: black bead link, 6mm aqua link, teal connector, white pearl link, black bead link and teal/gold drop.
   - Second out from center necklace drops: 4mm aqua link, 6mm aqua link, teal connector, white pearl link, black bead link and teal/gold drop.
   - Third out from center necklace drops: 6mm aqua link, teal connector, white pearl link, black bead link and teal/gold drop.
   - Fourth out from center necklace drops: 4mm jump ring, teal connector, white pearl link, black bead link and 6mm aqua drop.
   - Fifth out from center necklace drops: white pearl link, black bead link and 6mm aqua drop.
   - Sixth out from center necklace drops: black bead link and 6mm aqua drop.
   - Seventh out from center necklace drops: 6mm aqua drop.
4. Attach the drops in the order listed above, connecting the center drop to the center of the necklace chain. Leave three chain links in between each drop. Attach all of the drops.